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It is shown that the natural analogue of Liouville’s theorem holds for the well- 
known hypoelliptic operators Ye (for loI < n) introduced and studied by Folland 
and Stein on the Heisenberg group H,. Since these operators are non-real for CT # 0, 
the usual methods of potential theory fail and are replaced by an explicit use of the 
fundamental solution. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
The complex differential operators u& on the Heisenberg group are for 
certain values of a hypoelliptic and subelliptic (non-elliptic) operators. 
Because they are simple examples of such operators and, in addition, arise 
naturally in several complex variables, the Pa have been extensively studied. 
The fundamental solutions of the operators Pa were determined by Folland 
and Stein [FS]. The fundamental solutions of the corresponding heat 
equations were found in [S 11. In this paper we show that an analogue of 
Liouville’s theorem holds for solutions of Pa f = 0, when ]a] < n. We will 
also show that the equation has non-constant bounded solutions whenever 
a = +(n + 2k) with k a natural number. Our method also applies without 
change to any a with ] Re a 1 < n. However, our method does not allow us to 
say anything about the remaining values of a because we use the 
fundamental solution of the heat equation (formula (6)) in an essential way, 
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and this requires the restriction 1 Re a ( < n for convergence of the integral in 
(6). 
In the case a = 0 it is very easy to prove a Liouville-type theorem, as was 
observed several years ago in a conversation between J. C. Taylor and one of 
the authors. In fact, the fundamental solution is given [FS] by 
G,(g,h)=clh-‘gl-*” 
(for notation see below), and it is clear from (1) that whenever 1 h,] -+ a), we 
have G,( g, h,)/G,(e, h,) -+ 1. So the Martin boundary is reduced to a single 
point and the only positive solutions (hence also the only bounded solutions) 
are the constants. We describe an alternative proof of this fact in Remark 3 
at the end of this paper. 
In the case a # 0, however, the operator Pa is not real, and this kind of 
argument cannot be applied. We will base our proof on our explicit 
knowledge of the heat kernel. 
To fix our notation, we will consider the Heisenberg roup H,, given as the 
group of all pairs (z, U) E C” x IR with the operation 
(z, u)(z’, u’)(z + z’, u + 24’ + 2 Im z . I’) 
where z = (zi ,..., zn), z . 5’ = zlIi + . . . + z,,YA. The identity element is 
e = (0,O). For every s > 0 the map a, defined by 
a,(z, 24) = (sz, s%) 
is an automorphism of H,. The gauge of an element g = (z, u) is defined by 
/ gJ = (lzl” + uy4. 
It satisfies the triangle inequality 
lghIGlgl+lhl 
and has the homogeneity property 
Iasgl=sld 
The convolution of two functions is given by 
(1) 
(2) 
df* dW=jf(hW’W 
(note that in [Sl ] a different convention was used); here dh is Lebesgue 
measure on C” x IR. A simple change of variables proves the identity 
f* ((0 0 a,) = S-2(“+‘y(fo a,,,) * fp) 0 Q,. (3) 
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A basis of left-invariant vector fields on H, is given by 
X 
a 
n+j=ayi -2xj; (1 <.i<n) 
where xj, yi are the real and imaginary parts of zj. For these, and for more 
general eft-invariant differential operators D, by the usual abuse of notation 
we will simply write D for 06 (where 6 is the Dirac distribution supported at 
e). So Df can be written as a convolution, f * D and the right-invariant 
differential operators will appear in the form D * fY In fact, the convolution 
algebra J of distributions supported at e is anti-isomorphic (resp. 
isomorphic) to the algebra of left (resp. right) -invariant differential 
operators on H,. 
Our main object of study is the operator 
which was introduced and studied in [FS]. 
We say that an operator D is homogeneous of H-degree k if, for all s > 0, 
D(f0 as) = sk(Df) 0 a,. (4) 
It is clear that each Xj is homogeneous of H-degree one, and T and Y& are 
homogeneous of H-degree two. 
The fundamental solution of the heat equation f * Pa = -(a/at)f is given 
for (al <n [Sl] by 
(5) 
where 
j”,l (&)“exp (-im-$&--ar) dz. (6) 
We note that 
(7) 
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which means essentially that rp is a fundamental solution for the right- 
invariant version of Pa as well. This is proved in [S 1, Theorem 4.111; here 
we indicate a less computational proof. The map f(x) -T(x) =f(x-‘) 
induces an anti-automorphism of the convolution structure. Applying this to 
the equality 
we obtain 
Now, ga = K, (since 2 = -X for every element of the Lie algebra) and 
F;=qb by (5) and (6). Since (8) also holds with -a in place of a, it 
follows that 
proving the statement. 
LEMMA 1. If D is any dlflerential operator with polynomial coefficients 
(in particular, if D is a left- or right-invariant d#erential operator), Dry 
belongs to the Schwartz space 9 of rapidly decreasing functions on H,, . 
ProoJ: It suffices to prove that ry belongs to 9’. Now, by (6), rf(z, u) is 
a partial Fourier transform (with respect o the variable r) of the function 
Pk 7) = &T (&-next3 (-g--ar). 
By known properties of the space 9 it suffices to check that p E 9. This, 
however, follows from the inequality 1 < r/tanh r < c(1 + IsI) and from the 
boundedness of the derivatives of r/tanh r. 
LEMMA 2. Let ]a( < n. Assume that f is a function on H, such that 
f *i”,=Oandf(g)-+Oas jgl -+co. Then(f*r~)*90=Oforallt>0. 
Remark. By the hypoellipticity of Pa, f is C”. 
Proof: By (5), (3) and the homogeneity of Pa it is enough to consider 
the case t= 1. 
We choose a C” function w such that 0 < w < 1, w(g) = 0 for 1 g 12 2 and 
~(g)=lfor~g~,<l.Wedefine~~=~oa,,~forallR>O.Wehave 
(f * ry) x 4”, = ((w, f) * r:) * ie, f ((1 - bdf) * C) * ie, = I+ J. 
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Because the convolution of distributions is associative when two of the three 
factors have compact support, using (7) we obtain 
Since f * 4”, = 0, a simple computation gives 
Z = ((lJ/, * L&)f) * ry - + 2 ((W, * Xj)(f * Xj)) * rp = " - I"* 
j-1 
The definition of vR and the homogeneity of Pa give 
I’ = 
( 
$ [(ly * Pa) 0 a 1,Rlf) * r? 
and hence 
which tends to 0 as R -+ 00. 
To estimate I” we note that by the associativity of convolution as above 
and by the Leibniz rule for Xj we have 
If(WR *xj)l * Cxj * C> = ([f(WR * xj)l * xj) * C 
= [(f * xj)(WR * xj) + f(VJf * x,‘)l * rye 
Using this identity, we obtain 
1” = 2[f(vR * %)I * r? + +- g LfOh *X,)1 * [Xi * r-71. J-1 
The first term is the same, up to a constant, as I’, with Pm replaced by PO. 
Hence it tends to 0 in the La-norm as R + co. In the second term, we use 
the definition of IC/~ and the homogeneity of Xj to majorize by 
t f l/RlJfl(~ll~*xjII~II~~*‘~I~~~ 
J-1 
so ll~“Il, --tOasR-,oo. 
We still have to estimate J. Using Lemma 1, we see that 
J= [(l - vdfl * PII * %I. 
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Hence, by the definition of wR, 
which again tends to zero as R -+ co, finishing the proof. 
THEOREM. Let 1 a 1 < n. If f is a function on H, which is majorized by a 
polynomial and satisfies f * Ye = 0, then f is a polynomial. 
Proof We make use of some results from [K]. The involution h is 
defined on H, - {e} by 
Let G, denote the fundamental solution [FS] of Pa. The Kelvin transform of 
a function f is 
K,f=c,G,(fo h) 
where c, is a constant. We know by [K] that the map fl defined by 
P(D) = Kc@ * G,) (10) 
maps the algebra & modulo the left ideal &’ * ik& bijectively onto Z, the 
space of iP,-harmonic polynomials on H,. The inverse of ,U is the map v 
defined by 
v(f > = Kdf 1, * % (11) 
where the subscript r means that we are taking a “regularization,” i.e., a 
distribution which agrees with K,(f) on H,, - {e}. 
Let 5? denote the space of 4”,-harmonic functions on H, which are 
majorized by polynomials. Clearly Xc 2, and to prove our theorem we 
must show that A@= 5P. We observe that the map v is still well defined on 
2 and v 0 ,D = id, as proved in [K]. We need to show only that v (as a map 
defined on 2) is injective. 
Suppose therefore that v(J) = 0 for some f in 2. By the hypoellipticity of 
i”, [FS] (11) shows that K,(f) is smooth and thus bounded near e. 
Composing (9) with h, we see that fi;’ is bounded near infinity, hence 
IflGclGJ (12) 
Our proof will be finished if we show that (12) and f * Pa = 0 imply f = 0. 
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To show this we apply Lemma 2, which gives df* rp) * ic& = 0. On the 
other hand, we know [Sl] that 
(f * t-p) * 9, = - ; (f * I?) 
and 
It follows that 
f=f*rp (13) 
for all t > 0. By (3), (5) and (13), 
Ilfll, = IKf o q/r> * G llco~ (14) 
Now let t -+ co. Because f 0 a J; is bounded and tends to 0 almost 
everywhere, the right side of (14) tends to 0, finishing the proof. 
Remarks. 1. It is possible to prove the theorem in a more elementary 
way, without the Kelvin transform. For this one has to prove a sharper 
version of Lemma 2 where the only boundedness hypothesis on f is that it is 
majorized by a polynomial. This can be done by making much more careful 
estimates, along lines analogous to [S2]. 
2. When a = *(n + 2k) for a natural number k, -ik& is not hypoelliptic 
and has an infinite-dimensional kernel in L*(H,) [FS]. It is therefore to be 
expected (and well known in the case k = 0) that Liouville’s theorem should 
fail. That this is indeed so for every k is shown by the example 
exp(-12 1’ + sgn(a) iu) 5 (-1)j 
2jk!(n - l)! 
(k-j)!./!@ +j- l)! 
,z,2j 
* j=O 
3. To prove that PO has no non-constant positive solutions without 
using the Martin boundary, we use Harnack’s inequality [B] and the 
dilations a, to see that it has no positive unbounded solutions and then apply 
the theorem. 
Note added in proof. D. Geller (Comm. P.D.E. 8 (1983), 1665-1677) has generalized this 
result to homogeneous left-invariant hypoelliptic operators on homogeneous groups. This 
shows that Liouville’s Theorem holds for Ip, for all a # (n t 2k). Geller’s method is different 
from ours. 
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